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ABSTRACT
Recently,
analyzed

K. I. Gross

the total positivity

and the author
of kernels

[J.

Appror.

Theory

59:224-246

of the form K(x, y) = ,Z$(xy),

(1989)]

x, y E R, where

,5
denotes a classical generalized hypergeometric series. There, we related the
determinants which define the total positivity of K to the hypergeometric functions of
matrix argument, defined on the space of n X n Hermitian matrices. In the first part
of this paper,
kernels

we apply these

K for more general

In particular,

we prove

~(x,y)=,,P&z,

methods

choices

to derive

,..., aP + k,; xy) is strictly

the second part, we use the theory of entire
properties

suggest

a curious

instance,
probability
and l/,y$a,

1.

of the hypergeometric
duality

with

functions

integer
totally

function

+ k,,.

f on R, such that f

. , p) then
on R2. In

Some of these latter

properties

described

we prove that if p > 1 and the ai and ki are as above,
density

(i = 1,.
positive

of the
series.

to derive some P6lya frequency

series ,S$(x).

the total positivity

properties

in these hypergeometric

that if ai > 0 and ki is a positive

,..., a,;a,+k,

function

the total positivity

of the parameters

then there

is a strict P6lya frequency

.,a,, + k,,; a,, .., a,;~) = _ff(z>, the Laplace

results

above.

For

exists

a

function,

transform

off.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent

article,

Gross

and the author

[4] used

techniques

from

harmonic analysis on the space S, of n x n Hermitian matrices to study the
total positivity properties of certain kernels, K(x, y), defined in terms of the
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classical generalized hypergeometric
functions. Our methods were based on
an integral representation [4, Theorem 3.11 for the determinants which define
the total positivity of the kernel K, and which we describe as follows.
Let K(x, y) = f(xy), where f is a real-analytic function of a real variable.
Let s and t be matrices in S, having eigenvalues
si, . . . , s, and t,, . . . , t,,
respectively,
and such that all products sitj lie in the domain of f. Let
V(s) = l-l 1( i <j ~ ,,( si - sj) denote
let U(n)

the Vandermonde

denote the Haar measure on U(n) normalized

determinant.

Further

and for u E U(n) let du

denote the group of 72X rz unitary matrices

to have total volume 1. Then it

is proven in [4, Theorem 3.11 that there exists a sequence of real-analytic
functions +,, defined on the space S,, such that for all tr = 1,2,3,. . . , the
n X n determinant

det(K(si,

tj>> may be expressed

det(K(si,tj))
V(s)V(t)
In particular,
kernel

the definition

= / U(n)

as

$,,( sutu-‘)

du.

of total positivity (see Section

K is totally positive if and only if the functions

(1.1)
2) implies that the

$,, are all nonnegative

on S,. In the case when f(r) = ,3(r)
or ,+,sf-,(x),
a classical generalized
hypergeometric
series, the functions 9, in (1.1) may be expressed in terms of
the hypergeometric
functions of matrix argument [3, 5, 61. In [4] we applied
the theory of the hypergeometric
functions of matrix argument, for certain
choices of the hypergeometric
parameters, to derive the total positivity of the
kernel

K.

At this point, two advantages of our techniques are worth noting. Firstly,
the integral representation
(1.1) provides an explicit evaluation of the tr X n
determinant det(K(sj, tj>), and leads to direct proofs of the total positivity of
many kernels; in some cases, the method also determines the sign of the
determinant

when the kernel is not totally positive (cf. [4, Corollaries

3.4 and

3.51). Secondly, our method has the advantage, over more classical methods,
of yielding the maximal domain of positivity for some hypergeometric
kernels
(cf. [4, Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 5.51).
In the first part of this paper, we consider more general choices for the
hypergeometric
parameters than were treated in [4]. For instance, if a, > 0
Kh, y)
(i = 1,. . . , p), it was proved in [2] and [4] that the kernel
= ,zqz,,
. . . , up; a, + 1,. . . , up + 1; xy), is strictly totally positive (of order
infinity)

on R2. We will extend

this result by proving (in Theorem 3.2) that
integers
k,, . . . , k,, the kernel K(x,y)=,F,(u,,...,~,;u,+
k 1,. . . , up + k,; xy) is strictly totally positive on R2. Further, we determine
the order of total positivity of K if not all the ki > 0 are positive integers.
The second part of the paper, contained in Section 4, is different in
character from the results described above. In this part, we derive some
for

positive

TOTALLYPOSITIVE
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Polya frequency
function properties of the hypergeometric
series ,9$x>
when p < 4. These properties exhibit a surprising duality with the total
positivity properties
of the ,3
kernels. By applying I. J. Schoenberg’s
characterizations
of the Polya frequency
functions on R [7, Chapter 71
together with some general results on entire functions [S], we prove that
there exist probability
density functions f on R such that the Laplace
transform,

-/‘f(z),

of f can be expressed

in terms of the reciprocab

of the

hypergeometric
functions ,3(z).
In particular we show (in Theorem 4.1)
that if p > 1, a, > 0, and ki is a positive integer (i = 1,. . . , p), then there
exists a probability density function f on R such that f is a strict Polya
frequency function of order infinity, and such that _/f(z) = l/,%(a, +
k 1,. . . , up + k,; a,, . . ., a,; z). In the case when p < q we obtain a similar
result together with a characterization
of the domain on which the probability density f is a strict Polya frequency

2.

2.1.

function.

PRELIMINARIES

Totally Positive Kernels

[2, 4, 71

Suppose that g c R2 and r is a positive integer. A kernel K : 9 * R is
totally positive of order r (TP,.) on 9 if for all s, < s2 < * * . < s, and

t, < t, < . * * < t, such that (si, tj> E 9, the n X n determinant

det(K(s,,t,))

=

K(sz,tl)
.

K(s,,t,)

**a

+,A)

K(s,,t,)

K(s,,Lz)

..a

K(s,d’

(2.1)

is nonnegative

for all fl = 1,. . . , r. If the determinants det(K(s,, tj)) in (2.1)
for all 12= 1,...,r, then we say that the kernel K is
strictly totul2y positive of order r (STP,.) on _!3. If K is TP,. (STP,) for all
r = 1,2 ,*.., then we say that K is TP, (STP,) on _9.
are strictly

positive

A Cm kernel

K

is extended

totally positive

(ETP)

on _9

if for all

n=l,2 ,..., the n X n determinant
ai+j-2
K(x,y)=det

ax”-‘aYj-’

K(~,Y)

is positive for all (x, y) E 9. It is known [7, p. 551 that if K is STP,
real-analytic then it is ETP. Conversely, if K is ETP then it is STP,.

and
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A standard technique

for constructing

totally positive kernels

is the basic

composition formula [7, p. 171: If the kernels K and L are TP, and TP,
respectively,
and dp is a nonnegative
Bore1 measure on R such that the
integral

(2.2)
converges
proof

absolutely,

of this result

then the kernel

M is TP,,

is by an application

where

r = minlk, I}. The

of the well-known

Binet-Cauchy

formula [7, p. 11.

2.2.

Zonal Polynomials
Let

integers

and Schur Functions

1,. ..,m,)
be a partition;
such that m, > m2 z 9. * > m,.

m=(m

Schur function

x,

that is, the mi are nonnegative
For each partition m define the

on R” by
det( tp+“-j)

Ir...,tn)

X&

=

(2.3)

v(t)

whenever t 1,. . . , t, are distinct, and by L’Hospital’s rule otherwise. Then x,
is a polynomial on R”, homogeneous of degree ]m( = m, + . . . + m,, and is
invariant under the symmetric group on n symbols.
eigenvalues t,, . . . , t,, we define

For each

t E S,

x,(t) =X?&lY.~t”).
The formula (2.4) extends

x,

with

(2.4)

to a unitarily invariant polynomial

on the space

S,; that is, x,(&4-‘)

= x,(t),
t E S,, u E U(n).
For each partition m, define the zonal polynomial

&At>

The normalization

=

Iml!nl,j<k4n

(trt)‘=

on S, by

(mj-mk-j+k)

so that 13, Equation
C

Iml=.i

(2.5)

x,(t)*

17;=,(mj+n-j)!

(2.5) is chosen

2,

Z,(t).

(5.3.2);

61

(2.6)
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2.3.

Hypergeometric
Functions of Matrix Argument
For many a E C, let (a), = a( a + 1) . - . (a + k - l), k = 0, 1,2,. . . , be the
usual Pochhammer symbol. Further, for any partition m, define the generalized Pochhammer

symbol

(2.7)

The

hypergeometric

real-analytic

,F,(a,

,...,

function

function

a,;b,

,...,

wherenoneoftbenumbers

p Fq of matrix argument

is defined

to be the

on S, given by the series expansion

b,;t)=

-b,+j-l(l<i<q,l<j,<n)isanonnega-

tive integer.
In the case

n = 1, we denote the classical generalized hypergeometric
function by ,9$a1,.
. . , up; b,,. . ., b,; t). The connection between the hypergeometric functions p Fq and their classical counterparts ,,3
is [4, Theorem
4.2; 51 that if the eigenvalues of t E S, are t,, . . . , t,, respectively, then

=

det(t;-‘,~(a,-i+l,...,a,-i+l;b,-i+l,...,b,-i+l;tj))
vt>

(2.9)
The hypergeometric
functions of matrix argument were first defined by
James [6] and have been widely used in multivariate statistical analysis. The
article [3] derives the convergence
properties of the series (2.81, and lists
some recent applications of these hypergeometric
functions to analytic number theory, chemistry,
and physics. In the simplest case (p, q) = (O,O), it
follows from (2.6) and (2.8) [or horn (2.9)] that 0 F,,(t) = etit for all t E S,.
Moreover
from (2.9) it follows that lF,,(a; t)= det(lt)-”
for lltll:=
max{]t,]:i=l,...,

n} < 1 (the binomial

theorem

on S,).
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we find that

4,(x> = enxlFl(k;a+k+n-l;-XI,).
Then the positivity

of 4,(x>

again follows from the zonal polynomial

expan-

sion of the function ,F,.
In proving (2), we similarly need to show that the function
n-l;a+k+n-l;xZ,)>O

&(~)=~F~(a+n-l,b+

for lx] < 1. If 0 < x < 1, then we use the zonal polynomial
function

,F,

to deduce

Kummer

identity

the positivity

[4, Equation

of 4,,(r).

expansion

of the

If - 1 < x < 0, then by the

(5.8); 61

which is valid for ]]tl] < 1 and ]lt(Z, - t-‘11 < 1, we obtain

Hence the positivity of 4,(x)
sion of the function zF,.
To extend

Theorem

also follows from the zonal polynomial

3.1 to the generalized

hypergeometric

expan-

series

,T

we need to recall [7, Chapter 71 that a function f: R + R is a
and r+r%,
P&z frequency function of order r (PF,.) if the kernel K(x, y) = f(r - y) is
TP, on R’. Now here is the complete extension of Theorem 3.1; note that the
method of proof is the same as in [2, Theorem

j=l

61.

THEOREM 3.2.
Let uj > 0, j = 0,1,. . . , p, and kj be a positive integer,
, . . . , p. Then the following results hold:

(1) The kernel
on R2.

K,(x,y)=,~(a,,...,a,;u,+k,,...,u,+k,;xy)

is STP,

(2) The kernel K C-r,y) =,+,$(a,,
a,, . . ., up; a, + k,, . . ., a,, + k,; xy) is
STP, on the domain fix, y) E R2 : lxyl < 1).
Proof.
Since the proofs of (1) and (2) are similar, we only provide
details for the proof of (1). For p = 1, we have already proved in Theorem 3.1
that the kernel K, is ETP (and hence STP,) on R’. By inductive hypothesis,

DONALD ST. P. RICHARDS
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assume

is STP, on R2. It is well known that the functions

that K,_,

satisfy the Euler

integral

,3

formula

Wq)

,~(u,,...,u,;b,,...,b,;x)=

r(u

)r(b

P

_-a

)

P

4

1

X

where

/0

Re

Therefore,

w~p-1(l-w)b.-np-1p_1~_~(al,...,ap_l;bl,....bq-l;~w)dw,

b, > Re up > 0, and for all zx such that the ,,5$

series converges.

for x > 0,

IYap+kp)

1

Io w”p-l(l-w) k~-l~p_l(~w,y)dw

Kp(%Y)= r(ap)r(kp)

r(a, + kp)X-(.p+k,--l) xWn,-l
/0
= r(a,)W,)

(x - ~)~+C_,(w,y)dw.
(3.2)

If we define

dP(w) =

‘(% +‘P)

wan-l

dw

w > 0,

reap)

and

X-(q,+k,-l)

L(x,w) =

(x -

W)k+

W,)

’

o<w<x<w,

(3.3)

o<x<w<=J,

0,
then (3.2) becomes

K,(GY) =p

~,w)~,-,(w~Y)

dcL(w).

(3.4)

TOTALLY POSITJVE
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By [7, p. 107, Theorem

2.11, the function
.&cl

f(x) =

qk,)

x > 0,

)

(3.5)

is PF,; hence the kernel L is TP, on R: . Since K,_ 1 is STP, on R" by the
inductive hypothesis, then on applying the basic composition formula (2.2) to
(3.4), we deduce that K, is STP, on R, XR. By analyticity, we also find that
K,

is ETP on R, XR.
For x < 0, we rewrite

K,b,Y)

(3.4) as

w)K,_,(w>

=p-

-

Y> G(W).

(3.6)

Proceeding in a similar manner, we again deduce, by applying the BinetCauchy formula to (3.6), that K, is ETP on ( - m,O) X R. By continuity, K, is
ETP (and hence

STP,)

on R’.

REMARK 3.3.
Proceeding in similar fashion, we can also prove that if
k 1>“‘, k p are positive but not all integers, then the kernels K, in Theorems
3.1 and 3.2 are TP,. where r = min{[k,]: ki is nonintegral)+
1, where [k]
denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to k. The proof rests on the
property [7, p. IO71 that if k, is not a positive integer
in (3.5) is TPtk,,]+i.

4.

PbLYA

FREQUENCY

HYPERGEOMETRIC

PROPERTIES

then the function

f(r)

OF GENERALIZED

SERIES

In [7], PF properties have been derived for some of the generalized
hypergeometric
series. For instance in [7, Chapter 31, the results include a
derivation of the PF properties of the 09r
hypergeometric
series. For other
,%
series, the methods of 171 together with classical Euler integrals can be
used to develop the corresponding
PF properties. As an example,
prove that the function f(r) = x~+~-I ,9$a;
a + b; x>, x > 0, is PF,,
a and b are positive integers.
By (3.2) with p = 1,

x’+~-~~F~( a;

a +

b; x) =

I-(a+b)

r(a)Ub)

x

/o

zL+(x - w)h-lewdw,

let us
where

x > 0.

DONALD ST. P. RICHARDS
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Therefore

we obtain f(x)

r(a)r(b)
Since

as a convolution,

r(a+b)

xa+‘-’ lFl(

the class

of PF,

functions
also PF,.

a; a + b;

functions

is closed

under

on the right hand side of (4.1) are PF,,

In closing,
hypergeometric

x<o.

x) = xhel * x0-‘e’,

convolutions,

(4.1)

and both

then it follows that f(x)

is

we derive another type of PF, property for the generalized
series by showing that for p Q 4, the reciprocals
of the

functions ,3
can be related to PF, probability density functions. To do this
we will need some results from the theory of entire functions [8] and I. J.
Schoenberg’s
functions.

deep characterizations

THEOREM 4.1.
positive integers.

Supposethatp<q,
Then the following

[7, Chapter

71 of the class of PF, density

a,>O,i=l,...,
results hold:

(1) Zf p = q > 1, then for any y > 0 and
probability density function f on R such that

e--Yz2+‘zp~(al

+ k, ,...,

up + k,; a, ,...,

q, andk,

6 E R, there

a,;z)

Further, the density function f is actually strictly PF,
kernel K(x, y) = f(x - y) is STP, on R2.
(2) Zf p < q, then fm any 6 > 0 there exists a PF,
function f on R, such that

eszp~(a,+k,

,...,

a,+k,;a,

,...,

a,;z)=p

,...,

exists

1
= ~
-t’f (z)

.

k, are

a PF,

(4.2)

in the sense that the
probability

density

1
(4.3)

=Jf(z>.

Further, for any n=l,2,...,
if x,< ... <r,
and yl< ... <y,,
then the
n X n determinant de6 fCxi - yj)) is strictly positive if and only if there holds
the interlacing condition
--<yi+s<ri,

Proof.

If

p Q q,

i=l

then the hypergeometric

b 1,. . . , b,; z) is an entire function

,...,n.

function

of order p = (q - p + 1)-l,

(4.4)

,5(a,,,...,
which

up;
equals

TOTALLY POSITIVE KERNELS
one if p=q.

Hence

the genus
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g of ,~~(a,,...,a,;b,,...,b,;z)

is zero or

one. In the case of the confluent hypergeometric
function iFi, it is known [l,
p. 1841 that g = 1; using this result together with induction on p and the
confluence relation between ,,3
and p+l 9- p+1, we deduce that g = 1 for all
the functions rYp.
By Hadamard’s

factorization

theorem

p%(Ul+kl ,..., U,+k,;U, ,...,

[8, p. 2501,

up;z)=enz+P

fi
j=l

(1+

Ajz)e-*j’,

(4.5)

where (Y and p are constants and zj = -l/h,
are the zeros of ,3.
Setting
z = 0 in (4.5) we obtain p = 0. Further, by taking logarithms on both sides
of (4.5)

differentiating

with respect

(ai + k,) * * * (a, + k,)/b,
this, we write

to z, and setting

z = 0, we obtain

cx =

* *. a,). Note also that hj > 0 for all j. To prove

p%(%+h ...>a,+k,;u,

)...)

a,;+ j=O
c ~ j!

’

where

is an entire function of genus zero. By a theorem of Laguerre [8, p. 270,
$8.631, it follows that zj is real and negative; hence hj > 0 for all j. Since
g = 1, we also have that CA, diverges while CA: <a [in fact, CA: can be
calculated explicitly by taking logarithms
respect to z, and setting z = 01.
Putting all these results together,
and 6 E R,

of (4.5)

differentiating

we have now shown that for any y > 0

e--yzz+sz

pLqa,+k, ,..., a,+k,;u,

By [7, p. 345, Theorem

twice with

)...)

u,;z)

3.21, the right hand side of (4.6)

equals

l/_/f(z),

478
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density function on R. By [7, p. 357, Theorem

is actually strictly PF,, since CA; <a~.
To prove (2), we proceed in a similar fashion. In this case, p < 1 and
g = 0. The corresponding
infinite product representation
is that for any
6.11, f

s > 0,

esap~(ul+kl

a,+k,;u,

,...,

,..., a,;t)e6z~(l+Ajz),

(4.71

j=l

where

Aj > 0 and

CA, <a~.

Since

p < 1, then

Zhj <*

(a, + k,) . * * (a, + k,)/(a,
* ’ * a,)]. Again appealing
that the right hand side of (4.7) equals l/_/f(z),

probability density function on R,. Finally, the interlacing
strict positivity follows from [7, p. 358, Equation (6.3)].

I wish to thank the referees fb- suggestions
exposition of the paper.

[in fact,

CA, =

to [7, lot. cit.], we see
where f is a PF,
condition (4.4) for

which helped to improve

the
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